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Abstract: The overall chemical rate and chemical effect of CF3Br, 2-BTP and 2-BTP/CO2 with
hydrocarbon flames are calculated using the perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) model. The chemical effects
of CF3Br with CH4/air flames always inhibit combustion. The chemical saturation concentration of
CF3Br in stoichiometric and lean (Φ = 0.6) CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar is roughly 2.5% and
0.8%, respectively. The overall chemical rate of 2-BTP with moist C3H8/air flames is always less than
the uninhibited condition and fluctuates with sub-inerting agent additions. The net chemical effect
variation of 2-BTP is more complicated than experimented and calculated flame speeds with 2-BTP
added to lean hydrocarbon flames. There are negative chemical effects (chemical combustion effects)
with certain sub-inerting 2-BTP concentrations (0.015 ≤ Xa ≤ 0.034), which result in the experimented
unwanted combustion enhancement in lean moist C3H8/air flames. CO2 can obviously improve the
inhibition effect of 2-BTP in lean moist C3H8/air flames, driving negative chemical effects (enhance
combustion) into positive chemical effects (inhibit combustion) with lean moist C3H8/air flames. No
enhanced combustion would occur with the blends (2-BTP/CO2) when CO2 addition is larger than
4% in Φ = 0.6 moist C3H8/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar.

Keywords: perfectly stirred reactor model; chemical effect; saturation effectiveness; synergistic effect

1. Introduction

Numerous efforts have been made to develop new halon alternatives due to the Montreal Protocol
of banning the effective fire suppressant CF3Br. As one of the most promising halon alternatives,
CF3CBrCH2 (2-BTP) has a double bond, which can be decomposed into inhibiting species (mostly
Br, HBr and CF3) as CF3Br [1]. The double bond lowers both global warming potential (GWP) and
ozone depletion potential (ODP) but increases flammability at the same time [2]. The inhibition
effectiveness of 2-BTP is comparable with CF3Br, and more efficient than that of hydrofluorocarbon
(HFCs). However, many researchers found the unwanted promotion effect caused by 2-BTP added to
lean hydrocarbon air flames.

2-BTP failed the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) aerosol can test (FAA-ACT) [3] and
caused overpressure rise when added in sub-inerting concentrations. In subsequent studies, many
numerical and experimental investigations have been performed aiming at further understanding the
properties of 2-BTP. Linteris et al. simulated the conditions of the FAA-ACT test and found that the
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high pressure rise with added 2-BTP only occurred when a large fraction of the available oxidizer in
the chamber was consumed, corresponding to the agent added to lean fuel-air [4]. Babushok et al.
studied the combustion properties of halogenated fire suppressants [5] and calculated that approximate
peak burning velocities of the pure 2-BTP-air flames were 1.15 cm/s, 2.15 cm/s, and 3.5 cm/s for
initial mixture temperatures of 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K, respectively [1]. Afterwards, Linteris et al.
found when compressively preheated, 2-BTP/air mixture can support low-strain flames which are
much more difficult to extinguish [6]. Pagliaro et al. measured the laminar burning velocity of 2-BTP
experimentally. They found 2-BTP increases the maximum explosion pressure when added to lean
mixtures for constant volume combustion [7]. They further identified that 2-BTP failed to reduce
burning velocity effectively at lean conditions due to the fuel-components (CxHy) of the 2-BTP, which
considerably shifted overall equivalence ratio ϕoverall shift toward rich conditions [8]. Xu et al. used
the counterflow technique to measure unstretched flame speeds and the extinction stretch rate of
premixed and non-premixed hydrocarbon flames. They found 2-BTP to be less effective at reducing
the flame speeds of the lean flames as compared to that of the rich flames [9].

Most previous studies have been concentrated on the determination of enhanced combustion
effect of 2-BTP when added to lean hydrocarbon flames. Although some important results were
obtained, many scientific issues remain unsolved in the understanding of the enhanced effect of 2-BTP
on lean hydrocarbon flames, such as the intrinsic chemical and physical effects on flame inhibition.
Additionally, the inhibition effectiveness improvement of 2-BTP in lean flames is useful in practice.
In this study, perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) simulations are applied. In addition, the aim of the present
study is to verify the enhanced combustion chemical effect when sub-inerting 2-BTP loading in lean
flames. In addition, the chemical inhibition effect improvement of the binary mixtures of 2-BTP and
CO2 is examined.

2. Kinetic Mechanism

The kinetic mechanism of 2-BTP used in this study is assembled from sub-mechanisms
available in the literature. The kinetic model consists of three sub-mechanisms. The first block
is a high-temperature combustion reaction model of H2/CO/C1–C4 compounds from Wang et al. [10].
The second block is the reactions of the C1–C3 NIST HFC mechanism [11,12], including modifications
suggested in more recent work [4,5]. The third block is the chemical kinetic mechanism for
2-Bromo-3,3,3-trifluoropropene (2-BTP) [13]. The entire reaction mechanism for 2-BTP contains 198
species and 1656 elementary reactions.

To validate the assembled kinetic mechanism, calculated laminar burning velocity is compared
with experimental ones. The CHEMKIN-PRO [14] premixed code is used to calculate the laminar
burning velocity, computations are carried out in a domain of 10 cm, the mesh resolution is
progressively refined with final GRAD and CURV equal to 0.05, and grid points are about 500.
Figure 1 depicts calculated laminar flame speed of CH4/air mixtures at Φ = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.2 with
different 2-BTP additions at 298 K and 1 bar. The experimentally measured data from Pagliaro et al [8]
are presented for comparison. The correlation between the model and the experiment is excellent for
Φ = 1 and 1.2. The model predictions are within 10% of the experimental results. The model slightly
over-predicts the flame speed for ϕ = 0.6 and 0.8. However, the discrepancy gradually diminishes when
the agent-loading increases. In general, the predictive ability of the model is good for these conditions.
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blow-out [15]. The PSR model is a classical idealization of the combustion process in which both 
physical and chemical mechanisms of fire suppression can be considered. In PSR simulations, 
chemical equilibrium can be reached for a longer residence time, whereas chemical reactions can be 
extinguished (blown out) if residence time is below a critical value τchem [15,16]. In addition, the 
overall chemical rates ωpsr at extinction in the PSR can be calculated (ωpsr = 1/τchem) correspondingly. 
The overall chemical rates ωpsr have been correlated with inhibition effectiveness with the added 
suppressant; that is, the stronger agent with slower ωpsr at extinction [4,6]. 

Premixed laminar burning velocity is the commonly used parameter for ranking various 
suppressants, as it can be both calculated and measured, for example, through a closed combustion 
vessel [17]. To verify the PSR model for suppressant ranking, the calculated overall chemical rates 
are compared with the laminar burning velocity with different agent added into hydrocarbon 
flames. A steady-state implementation of the PSR model is considered and neglects heat losses from 
the PSR to the surroundings. Figure 2 shows the overall chemical rate ωpsr at extinction in PSR as a 
function of CF3Br volume fraction in stoichiometric and lean (Φ = 0.6) CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1 
bar. The curves perfectly mimic the calculated (Figure 6 in published work [1]) and experimented 
(Figure 12 in published work [8]) burning velocity of CH4/air flames with added CF3Br. 
Furthermore, the results can be obtained in a few minutes when using the PSR model, while hours 
of computation time are required for calculating the laminar burning velocity through premixed 
code. Thus, it can be inferred that the PSR model is more convenient for suppressant evaluation. 
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Figure 1. The measured [8] and calculated laminar flame speed of CH4/air mixtures at Φ = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
and 1.2 with different 2-BTP additions at 298 K and 1 bar.

3. Numerical Approach Validation

3.1. PSR Model

There are kinetic limitations when using the equilibrium simulations to predict the explosive
pressure in FAA-ACT test. However, PSR simulations cannot only understand kinetic limitations [6]
but also evaluate inhibition effectiveness of different agents through overall reaction rate during
blow-out [15]. The PSR model is a classical idealization of the combustion process in which both
physical and chemical mechanisms of fire suppression can be considered. In PSR simulations, chemical
equilibrium can be reached for a longer residence time, whereas chemical reactions can be extinguished
(blown out) if residence time is below a critical value τchem [15,16]. In addition, the overall chemical
rates ωpsr at extinction in the PSR can be calculated (ωpsr = 1/τchem) correspondingly. The overall
chemical rates ωpsr have been correlated with inhibition effectiveness with the added suppressant;
that is, the stronger agent with slower ωpsr at extinction [4,6].

Premixed laminar burning velocity is the commonly used parameter for ranking various
suppressants, as it can be both calculated and measured, for example, through a closed combustion
vessel [17]. To verify the PSR model for suppressant ranking, the calculated overall chemical rates
are compared with the laminar burning velocity with different agent added into hydrocarbon flames.
A steady-state implementation of the PSR model is considered and neglects heat losses from the PSR
to the surroundings. Figure 2 shows the overall chemical rate ωpsr at extinction in PSR as a function
of CF3Br volume fraction in stoichiometric and lean (Φ = 0.6) CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar.
The curves perfectly mimic the calculated (Figure 6 in published work [1]) and experimented (Figure
12 in published work [8]) burning velocity of CH4/air flames with added CF3Br. Furthermore, the
results can be obtained in a few minutes when using the PSR model, while hours of computation
time are required for calculating the laminar burning velocity through premixed code. Thus, it can be
inferred that the PSR model is more convenient for suppressant evaluation.
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Figure 2. The overall chemical rate at extinction in PSR as a function of CF3Br volume fraction in
stoichiometric and lean (Φ = 0.6) CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar.

3.2. Chemical Saturation Effectiveness

In this study, the reduction in overall chemical rate when adding a suppressant into hydrocarbon
flames is considered to be its overall inhibition effectiveness. All suppressants have a physical
component to suppression. Meanwhile, a chemical suppressant has an additional chemical
inhibition component that significantly increases effectiveness. The overall inhibition effectiveness
of a suppressant consists of chemical effect and physical effect. The chemical and physical effect
of a suppressant can be separated through artificially excluding chemical reactions containing the
agent [18–21]. We introduced a virtual species, identified as “agent*” with the same thermodynamic
and transport data as the agent. However, agent* does not participate in any reactions. In this way,
the physical effect moiety of the agent can be attained. At the same time, the difference chemical
rate between agent and agent* is the chemical effect moiety of the agent under the same conditions.
The positive chemical effect value represents inhibit flames chemically, whereas the negative chemical
effect value represents enhanced combustion chemically. Table 1 shows the overall effect/chemical
effect/physical effect of 3.5% CF3Br added to stoichiometric CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar.
The overall chemical rate of stoichiometric CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar is 11,363 s−1, and it
decreases to 435 s−1 with 3.5% CF3Br loading. Therefore, the overall inhibition effect of 3.5% CF3Br
is the reduction of overall chemical rate, equal to 10,925 s−1. The overall chemical rate with virtual
CF3Br* is 7692 s−1, so the physical effect (Yp) of CF3Br is the reduction of the overall chemical rate,
equal to 3671 s−1. The chemical effect (Yc) of CF3Br is the difference of overall effect and physical effect,
equal to 7258 s−1. The relative physical, Yp

Yp+Yc
× 100% and chemical, Yc

Yp+Yc
× 100% components of 3.5%

CF3Br in the stoichiometric CH4/air flames are 33.6% and 66.4%, respectively. Noto [19] studied the
laminar burning velocity reduction of stoichiometric CH4/air flames with 3.5% CF3Br and concluded
physical and chemical effectiveness were 35% and 65%. The chemical effectiveness is slightly less than
the present study, the discrepancy may attribute to the improved kinetic mechanism of CF3Br.
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Table 1. The overall effect/chemical effect/physical effect of 3.5% CF3Br added to stoichiometric
CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar.

Chemical
Rate of

CH4/Air (s−1)

Chemical
Rate of

CH4/Air with
CF3Br (s−1)

Chemical
Rate of

CH4/Air with
CF3Br* (s−1)

Overall
Inhibition
Effect (s−1)

Physical
Effect Yp

(s−1)

Chemical
Effect Yc

(s−1)

Relative
Physical

Component

Relative
Chemical

Component

11,363 435 7692 10,929 3671 7258 33.60% 66.40%

Figure 3 shows the chemical effect (left scale)/physical effect (right scale) as a function of CF3Br
volume fraction in stoichiometric and lean (Φ = 0.6) CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar through PSR
model calculations. Both in stoichiometric and lean flames, the physical effects of CF3Br increase
monotonously and the chemical effects increase dramatically, followed by decreasing gradually as
agent-loading. The chemical effects of CF3Br with CH4/air flames always inhibits the combustion
since all the chemical effect values are positive.
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Figure 3. The chemical effect (left scale)/physical effect (right scale) as a function of CF3Br volume
fraction in stoichiometric and lean (Φ = 0.6) CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar.

There are two types of chemical suppressants: catalytic ones and non-catalytic ones. Catalytic
suppressants reduce concentrations of flame radicals through a regenerative cycle in which
one molecule of suppressant recombines several flame radicals, whereas non-catalytic chemical
suppressants reduce concentrations of flame radicals by scavenging and are generally less effective [22].
All chemical suppressants exhibit saturation effects [18,19,21] when the reduction of reactive radicals
reaches an equilibrium concentration and the additional chemical agents only leads to a thermal
effect [23]. CF3Br is a typical chemical suppressant with two chemical inhibiting moieties Br and CF3,
of which Br moiety is a catalytic suppressant and CF3 moiety is a non-catalytic suppressant. As seen in
Figure 3, chemical effect decreases after its saturation point with CF3Br loading and the additional
CF3Br can be considered as an inert gas. The peak chemical effect value in Figure 3 corresponds to the
saturation concentration of CF3Br in a stoichiometric and lean (Φ = 0.6) CH4/air flames at 298 K and 1
bar is roughly 2.5% and 0.8%, respectively. The saturation concentrations are consistent with previous
research [1,19], and were calculated through reduction of laminar burning velocity.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Unwanted Chemical Combustion Enhancement of 2-BTP

To further understand the unwanted combustion enhancement of 2-BTP observed in the FAA-ACT,
chemical rates are calculated with various-concentration 2-BTP addition into lean hydrocarbon flames.
C3H8/air mixtures at 100% R.H. can best approximate the adiabatic flame temperature and the
hydrogen atom content of the total fuel-air mixture in the FAA-ACT [24]. A water vapor volume
fraction of 0.025 in the O2/N2/H2O mix corresponds to 100% R.H. at 21 ◦C. Figure 4 shows the
calculated overall chemical rate/chemical effect/physical effect as a function of 2-BTP volume fraction
in Φ = 0.6 moist C3H8/air flames at 298 K and 1bar in the PSR model. The overall chemical rate is
always less than the uninhibited condition and fluctuates with sub-inerting agent additions, which
are controlled by the competition between radical scavenging by the halogenated species (Br and
F participate in chain-terminating reactions) and the additional heat release associated with the
decomposition of 2-BTP in the lean environment [1]. To provide insight into unwanted experimented
combustion enhancement, we have separated the physical and chemical effects of 2-BTP in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The overall chemical rate/chemical effect/physical effect as a function of 2-BTP volume
fraction in Φ = 0.6 moist C3H8/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar.

There are competitive chemical effects when adding 2-BTP to lean flames, including the
enhanced effect of fuel-components (CxHy) and suppressive effect of bromine- and fluorine-containing
compounds. It is unlikely to make the exact effectiveness clear, but the overall chemical effect value
represents the competition result. The positive chemical effect value inhibits flame chemically, whereas
the negative chemical effect value enhances combustion chemically. The larger positive chemical effect
value accords to more reduction in overall chemical rate, and hence to stronger chemical inhibition
effectiveness. The physical effect of 2-BTP increases monotonously but the chemical effect fluctuates
obviously as agent-loading. The net chemical effect can be divided into four parts as in Figure 4. With
2-BTP addition, for S1 (0 ≤ Xa ≤ 0.004), the chemical effect increases sharply due to chemical inhibition
from the bromine, and then for S2 (0.005 ≤ Xa ≤ 0.025), although fluorine-containing compounds
increase in the radical pool but the heat release forms the agent reaction dominants, net chemical effect
decrease, and for S3 (0.025 < Xa ≤ 0.045), with more inhibiting species of Br, HBr and CF3, chemical
inhibition effect dominants, finally, for S4 (Xa >0.045), chemical effect decreases as the saturation
point is achieved. The net chemical effect variation is more complicated than experimented [7]
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and calculated [1] flame speeds, with 2-BTP adding to lean hydrocarbon flames. It is noted that
for S2 and S3, the chemical effect is negative with certain (0.015 ≤ Xa ≤ 0.034) sub-inerting agent
concentrations. It is speculated that the negative chemical effect contributes to the experimented
unwanted combustion enhancement.

4.2. 2-BTP Inhibition Improvement by CO2

Saso et al. found inert gas (N2 or CO2) enhances the overall inhibition effectiveness of CF3Br but
slightly decreases that of CF3H in stoichiometric CH4/air flames [25]. Inert gases are effective at flame
suppression through heat extraction and dilution of oxygen. That is, the Br catalytic cycle is enhanced
and the inhibition of species CF3 is suppressed as the flame temperature decreases. Since there is Br
moiety in 2-BTP, there should be positive synergy between 2-BTP and inert gases. To demonstrate
the synergistic effect of binary mixtures containing 2-BTP and CO2, large amounts of computational
experiments are performed. As discussed above, the negative chemical effect occurs with sub-inerting
agent concentrations, overall chemical rates of the blend (various volume fraction CO2 + a fixed
volume fraction 2-BTP (0 ≤ Xa ≤ 0.04)) added into moist C3H8/air flames are calculated. Figure 5
shows the dependence of overall chemical rates on CO2 volume fraction with a fixed 2-BTP adding to
moist C3H8/air flames at 298 K and 1bar. As shown in Figure 5, the overall chemical rate decreases
as the agent increases for all blend additions, which implies that adding CO2 into 2-BTP improves
the inhibition effect significantly. The physical effect always increases as CO2 is added. To inspect
chemical effect variation, Figure 6 shows the dependence of chemical effect on 2-BTP volume fraction
with varying CO2 addition in Φ = 0.6 moist C3H8/air flames at 298 K and 1bar.

As shown in Figure 6, the chemical effect of the blend with various volume fractions of CO2 mimics
the chemical effect of 2-BTP in Figure 4. Under the competitive chemical effects of CxHy/Br/CF3,
the chemical effect of the blend first increases, then decreases, and finally increases with more agent
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To assess the overall chemical effect variation of CO2 addition, the replot of Figure 6 as the
dependence of chemical effect on CO2 volume fraction with varying 2-BTP addition in Φ = 0.6 moist
C3H8/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar is shown in Figure 7. The chemical effects decrease monotonously
with CO2 addition for 0–0.6% 2-BTP, which may be due to the saturation point having been achieved.
The chemical effects first increase then decrease with CO2 addition for 0.7–4% 2-BTP, which implies
that CO2 significantly improves the chemical effect of 2-BTP at first and decreases it when saturated.
In particular, for the negative chemical effect of sub-inerting 2-BTP concentrations (0.015 ≤ Xa ≤ 0.034),
adding CO2 obviously improves chemical inhibition effect, driving combustion enhancement into
combustion inhibition.
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The adiabatic temperature is a further parameter for ranking various suppressants [17]. Figure 8
shows the dependence of adiabatic temperature on 2-BTP volume fraction with varying CO2 addition
in Φ = 0.6 moist C3H8/air flames at 298 K and 1 bar. The CHEMKIN-PRO [14] equilibrium calculation
is used to calculate the adiabatic flame temperature and constant enthalpy; constant pressure solutions
are obtained. It is found that the adiabatic flame temperature of C3H8/air is always less with the blend
of 2-BTP and CO2 than that with single 2-BTP. That is, the addition of CO2 into 2-BTP could improve
inhibition effectiveness of 2-BTP.
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5. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to understand the enhanced chemical combustion effects of certain
2-BTP loadings on lean flames and the chemical inhibition effect improvement of the binary mixtures
of 2-BTP and CO2. The PSR model is used for calculating overall chemical rates. Compared with the
premixed code, the PSR model is a time-saving method for evaluating suppressants with detailed
physical and chemical mechanisms of fire suppression under consideration. The reduction in overall
chemical rate is introduced to assess various suppressants. Chemical and physical effects of the agent
are calculated respectively, and it is found that all chemical suppressants show chemical saturation
effectiveness. That is, the chemical effect first increases as the agent increases, and when it reaches its
saturation point, the chemical effect decreases as the agent further increases.

The calculated overall chemical rate of 2-BTP added into moist C3H8/air flames is always less than
the uninhibited condition and fluctuates with sub-inerting agent additions. The physical effect of 2-BTP
always inhibits the flame, whereas the chemical effect is complicated. The chemical effect of 2-BTP
undergoes four stages under the competitive chemical effects of CxHy/Br/CF3, of which bromine and
fluorine-containing compounds participate in chain-terminating reactions to scavenge radicals and the
additional heat release associated with the decomposition of 2-BTP in the lean environment. There is
a negative chemical effect with certain sub-inerting agent concentrations (0.015 ≤ Xa ≤ 0.034), which
result in the experimented unwanted combustion enhancement in moist C3H8/air flames.

All blend addition of CO2 and 2-BTP improves the inhibition effect. CO2 improves the Br
catalytic cycle and depresses fluorine-containing and CxHy compounds involved in the reactions.
The competition results indicate that CO2 not only enlarges the physical effect of all 2-BTP
concentrations, but also improves the chemical inhibition effect of certain 2-BTP concentrations in
moist C3H8/air flames. The calculation reveals that no enhanced combustion would occur with
sub-concentration of 2-BTP with CO2 addition larger than 4% in Φ = 0.6 moist C3H8/air flames
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at 298 K and 1 bar, and CO2 obviously improves the chemical inhibition effect of 2-BTP, driving
combustion enhancement into combustion inhibition.

The calculation shows that the addition of CO2 into 2-BTP could improve inhibition effectiveness
of 2-BTP. The unwanted promotion effect caused by 2-BTP added to lean hydrocarbon air flames could
be improved when a certain amount of CO2 is added. In future work, experiments with a closed vessel
will be used to further verify inhibition effectiveness of the blend of 2-BTP and CO2.
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